Introduction
Secondary structures including pseudoknots of noncoding RNA molecules play important roles for their own functions such as catalytic functions [1] . Computational predictions of secondary structures from a primary RNA sequence are active research area in Bioinformatics, and further there are several theoretical or heuristic works [7, 12] to predict pseudoknot RNA structures by maximizing stacking base pairs or free energy minimizations. On the other hand, since the whole genome sequences for many species are currently available, computational identifications of non-coding RNA regions by comparative genomics become important [3, 11] , and require precise local alignment or database search algorithms for detecting RNA sequences.
In this paper, we develop a novel method for structural alignments to align and predict pseudoknot RNA structures. The approach of structural alignment introduced by Sakakibara [13] is to calculate a pairwise alignment to align an unfolded RNA sequence into a folded RNA sequence of known secondary structure (as illustrated in Figure 1 ). An unfolded RNA sequence is going to be folded by the structural alignment into one single folded RNA sequence, and therefore the structural alignment is clearly different from the usual pairwise alignment only based on sequence homology.
Two important main features of structural alignment are (1) to predict a secondary structure for the unfolded RNA sequence and (2) to detect non-coding RNA regions with more sensitivity than simple homology. The second feature 
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Prediction of secondary structure: is an obvious advantage compared with conventional methods only to predict RNA secondary structures. Recently, Sakakibara [13] has proposed Pair HMMs on tree structures (PHMMTSs), which is an extension of PHMMs [2] defined on alignments of trees [8] , and applied PHMMTSs to the problem of structural alignments of RNA sequences. Compared with the profile stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs) [14] for modeling RNA sequences, one advantage of structural alignments using PHMMTSs is that it does not require any training process and an enough number of sequences to estimate parameters of the grammars specific to a certain family of RNAs. This is practically important because there are in general a few annotated sequences available in most RNA families.
However, PHMMTSs are incapable of handling pseudoknots. What makes pseudoknots so difficult to be handled is the fact that modeling the pseudoknot structures of RNAs is beyond the generative power of context-free grammars, and inevitably involves in the hard complexity of context-sensitivity. In order to model pseudoknot RNA structures, we first employ special subclasses of tree adjoining grammars (TAGs), which have generative powers greater than context-free grammars and less than contextsensitive grammars. Uemura et al. [16] have introduced these subclasses to study pseudoknot structures. For example, Figure 2 (left) illustrates a derivation process of a TAG to produce a pseudoknot secondary structure (shown in Figure 2 , right) for "(A(G[AC)U)U]". Second, we extend the notion of PHMMTSs defined on alignments of trees to pair stochastic TAGs defined on alignments of "TAG (derivation) trees" which represent a pseudoknot structure of RNA and a top-down parsing process of TAGs. Third, we observe that a set of TAG trees where each node is labeled with an adjunct tree is recognized by a tree automaton, and combined with dynamic programming parser for TAGs, we reduce the problem of alignments of TAG trees to alignments by PHMMTS. Based on this theory, we develop a polynomial-time algorithm for obtaining an optimal structural alignment by PSTAGs.
Another advantage of our approach is that our method is model-based, that is, we build a rigorous formal-grammar model for aligning and predicting pseudoknot structures, while most conventional prediction methods for secondary or pseudoknot structures and alignment algorithms based on homology do not build any mathematical models.
We have tested the prediction accuracy of our PSTAG algorithm for three RNA families, Corona pk3, HDV ribozyme, Tombus 3 IV, which have pseudoknot annotations in Rfam [6] . The prediction performances by PSTAG are very well (more than 95% on average) and stable for all three RNA families. We compared the prediction performances of our PSTAG algorithm with the predictions of the PHMMTS method and of a standard alignment software "Clustal-W" [15] . The results clearly show that more accurate predictions can be obtained if we use grammatically more powerful methods. Further, the results of PSTAG predictions have suggested a new reliable structure which constitutes an additional interal loop in 3 -end for HDV ribozyme.
Tree adjoining grammars and pseudoknot structures
For modeling pseudoknot structures of RNAs, we employ special subclasses of tree adjoining grammars (TAGs). Uemura et al. have first introduced these subclasses to study pseudoknot structures. Here, we briefly describe TAGs and the two subclasses, simple linear TAGs and extended simple linear TAGs. For more details, refer to the literature [16] .
We first define notations for a 'tree' as follows. Let t be a tree defined over V N ∪ V T ∪{ε} where V N and V T are finite sets of nonterminal symbols and terminal symbols respectively, and ε is the empty sequence. The nodes in a tree t of size m are numbered from 1 to m according to the preorder where the root node is numbered 1. We denote t(p) = A if A ∈ V N ∪ V T is the label of the node p. We define the yield of a tree t (denoted by y(t)) as the sequence obtained by concatenating the labels at leaf nodes of t traced from left to right. Let θ denote the empty tree and λ denote the null label.
A tree adjoining grammar (TAG) [9] is a 5-tuple
where V N and V T are as mentioned above, S is the initial symbol, I is a finite set of initial trees and A is a finite set of adjunct trees. I and A satisfy the following conditions:
where V T * denotes the set of all finite sequences over V T .
The node whose label is X ∈ V N in the yield of an adjunct tree is called the foot node. The path of an adjunct tree from the root node to the foot node is called the backbone. All initial and adjunct trees are referred to as elementary trees. We next define the adjoining operation over trees. Let γ be a tree with a label X ∈ V N at a node p. Let β be a adjunct tree with both root and foot nodes labeled with X. The tree γ obtained by adjoining β at p in γ is shown in Figure 3 . We call γ a derived tree from γ. Further, we introduce the notion of active node to control derivation processes. We define that β is adjoinable to γ at p if and only if the node p is labeled with a nonterminal symbol and active. An active node is indicated by the mark * . Let D(γ) be the set of trees derived from an elementary tree γ ∈ I ∪ A by applying zero or more times of adjoining operations. Then, the tree set of a TAG G is defined as
Uemura et al. [16] have introduced two subclasses of TAGs, called simple linear TAGs (SL-TAGs) and extended simple linear TAGs (ESL-TAGs), and designed parsing al- Let β be a simple linear adjunct tree such that unique active node on the backbone labeled with Y * . Further, let the yield of the subtree of β rooted at node q
We denote the four subsequences of the yield y(β) of an adjunct tree β by
We define a special form of ESL-TAG, denoted by
, for representing RNA secondary structures including pseudoknots [16] . Let V T = {A, C, G, U}, for representing four nucleotides of RNAs. Figure 4 shows all types of initial trees and adjunct trees in G RN A . In G RN A , every initial tree in I is of the form of TYPE-1 tree, and every adjunct tree in A is one of the forms of TYPE-2, TYPE-3, TYPE-4, or TYPE-5 tree. TYPE-2 and TYPE-3 are used to generate a base pair, while TYPE-4 is used to generate a unpaired base which does not form any base pairs. TYPE-5 is used to represent branching substructures. Again, confirm Figure 2 which illustrates a derivation process to produce a pseudoknot secondary structure
Let us consider a secondary structure of an RNA sequence w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n (∈ V T * ), which is specified by
The cardinality of a set T is denoted by |T |. Then we say that (a i , a j ) and (a k , a l ) in T are crossing if and only if either i < k < j < l or k < i < l < j holds. A secondary structure T is said to have m-crossing property if and only if there exists a subset T of T with |T | = m ≥ 2 such that any distinct elements (a i , a j ) and (a k , a l ) in T are crossing. The class of pseudoknot structures defined by ESL-TAGs is exactly a class of secondary structures of 2-crossing properties.
Pair stochastic tree adjoining grammars
In this section, we describe our main method of PSTAGs and the related techniques.
TAG trees
We introduce a new representation, called TAG trees, which represents a process of how the adjunct trees of TAGs are put into by the adjoining operations to obtain a derived tree whose yield is an input sequence being parsed. Each node of a TAG tree is labeled with an adjunct tree of types shown in Figure 4 for G RN A , and each edge is labeled with an active node in an adjunct tree at the parent node. The root node of a TAG tree is labeled with an adjunct tree which is adjoined to the initial tree. Figure 5 (a) and (b) illustrate some examples of TAG trees for parsing two structured sequences "(a(bB)A)(d[eD)E]" and "(bB)d(fF)", where a pair of capital letter and small letter for a same symbol represent a base pair.
The TAG tree has two important properties: (1) Every TAG tree has an one-to-one correspondence to a derived tree. (2) The set of TAG trees of an ESL-TAG can be recognized by a tree automaton, and therefore, we can naturally extend the notion of tree automata to TAG tree automata defined on TAG trees.
TAG tree automata
A TAG tree automaton M is defined by a 5-tuple M = (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 , F ), where Q is a finite set of states, Σ is a fi- nite set of labels (that is, adjunct trees), δ is a state transition function mapping a state and a label to a tuple of states:
is the initial state, and F (⊆ Q) is a set of final states. A TAG tree automaton accepts a set of TAG trees.
Alignment of TAG trees
An alignment for a pair of trees is obtained by inserting nodes labeled with the null letter λ into each other's trees such that two resulting trees have a same structure. A pairwise alignment of two TAG trees is equal to an alignment of trees except that a node in TAG trees is labeled with an adjunct tree. Therefore, a matching between two nodes in a pair of two TAG trees needs an alignment of two adjunct trees. Table 1 shows all possible pairs of adjunct-tree types allowed to be matched. 
Pair stochastic tree adjoining grammars
We introduce pair stochastic tree adjoining grammars (PSTAGs) for modeling pairwise alignments of RNA sequences including pseudoknots, which are obtained by modifying stochastic TAG tree automata so that T2u  T4Lu T4Ru  T2d  T2d  T4Ld T4Rd  T3L  T3L  T4Ld T4Lu  T3R  T3R T4Ru T4Rd   SINGLE  x  T4Ld  T4Ld  T4Lu  T4Lu  T4Rd  T4Rd  T4Ru  T4Ru   BRANCH  T5Ld  T5Ld  T5Lu  T5Lu  T5Rd  T5Rd  T5Ru T5Ru Table 1 . Pairs of adjunct trees allowed to be matched for alignments of TAG trees.
they emit pairwise alignments of TAG trees instead of emitting single TAG trees.
PSTAGs assign a probability to each alignment of TAG trees in the set of all possible alignments, and can provide the most likely alignment for the pair of TAG trees with the highest probability among the alternatives. The most likely alignment can be efficiently computed by using dynamic programming techniques.
Calculations of TAG trees
Given an RNA sequence with secondary structure annotation including pseudoknots, where the annotation is usually given by parentheses, the corresponding TAG tree is obtained by parsing the annotated RNA sequence with the ESL-TAG G RN A .
Algorithm of PSTAGs
Let w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n (∈ V T * ) be an unfolded RNA sequence of length n, T be a TAG tree of size m representing a folded RNA sequence of known pseudoknot structure, and
We denote the children of q as q 1 and q 2 .
Here, we present the recurrence equations to calculate an optimal structural alignment between an unfolded RNA sequence w and a TAG tree T for a folded RNA sequence. The recurrence equations calculate an optimal structural alignment based on affine-gap model with three states: match state (M ), insertion state (I) and deletion state (D).
where T is a set of simple-linear adjunct trees of TYPE-2, TYPE-3 and TYPE-4 shown in Figure 4 ,
where T is a set of simple-linear adjunct trees of TYPE-4 shown in Figure 4 ,
where δ XY for X, Y ∈ {M, I, D} denotes the state transition probability from state X to state Y , P X O (α, β) denotes the emission probability for the pair of labels α, β at state X, and v(q) denotes the label attached at node p in the tree T .
An optimal structural alignment between a sequence w and a TAG tree T is obtained by calculating max 0≤i≤n
The efficient computations of the above recurrence equations can be achieved by using dynamic programming techniques and combined with an efficient parser for TAGs.
Computational complexity
The computational cost to execute PSTAGs for structural alignments is theoretically of the same order as the computational complexity to parse an input sequence with TAGs. More precisely, the time complexity to run a PSTAG for an input pair of an unfolded sequence of length N and a TAG tree of size M comprised of m branch nodes and n other
, where K is the number of states in the PSTAG (K = 3 for affine gap). The space complexity for PSTAGs is O(KM N 4 ).
Experimental results
In our experiment to perform structural alignment tests, we have randomly chosen one RNA sequence annotated with a known pseudoknot structure from a RNA family in the database, and structurally aligned all other 'unfolded' RNA sequences without annotations into the selected 'folded' RNA sequence. We calculated the specificity, that is, the fraction of base pairs predicted by our PSTAG algorithm that agreed with the trusted annotation, and the sensitivity, that is, the fraction of base pairs specified by the trusted annotation that agreed with the predictions of our PSTAG algorithm. Further, in order to remove the dependency of the prediction results on the selected folded RNA sequence, we have executed the cross-validation and calculated the average for all cases.
Data
The datasets were taken from the RNA families database "Rfam" at Sanger Institute [6] and a collection of RNA pseudoknots "PseudoBase" at Leiden university [17] . The RNA sequences in Rfam are aligned and annotated with secondary structures by using the Covariance Model (CM) method [4] , which is a SCFG-based method for modeling RNA sequences. Among 176 RNA families in Rfam (version 5.0), seven RNA families have pseudoknot annotations. The pseudoknot structures entered in PseudoBase are biologically reliable. Table 4 . CPU time and memory usage of PSTAG.
For matching a pair of base pairs, we used a score matrix proposed by Gorodkin et al. [5] instead of probabilistic log-odds scores. Gorodkin's score matrix is defined to be the sum of matrices for alignment scores and base-pairing scores so that both of which can be independent of each other, and have been found to work well on their algorithm although each parameter seems to be determined ad-hoc. Therefore, we could obtain more effective score matrix tailored for our method by machine learning techniques such as EM estimation.
Test of prediction accuracies of PSTAG
We have tested the prediction accuracy of our PSTAG algorithm for three RNA families, Corona pk3, HDV ribozyme, Tombus 3 IV, which have pseudoknot annotations in Rfam ( Table 2) . The results are shown in Table 3 . Corona pk3 constitutes a simple and typical pseudoknot structure, and HDV ribozyme constitutes a rather complex structure. Tombus 3 IV has one branching secondary structure which requires more powerful analyses. The prediction performances by PSTAG are very well and stable for all three RNA families.
The CPU time and memory usage for our PSTAG algorithm is shown in Table 4 . All experiments were done on a machine with Intel Pentium4 2.80 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. The most serious problem is that our PSTAG consumes huge memory space.
Performance comparisons: three methods
We compared the prediction performances of our PSTAG algorithm with the predictions of the PHMMTS method and of a standard alignment software "Clustal-W" [15] . We tested the three methods for an RNA of HDV ribozyme in PseudoBase with the reliable annotation about pseudoknot structures.
Pair HMMs on tree structures (PHMMTSs), which are defined on alignments of trees [8] , is an extension of pair hidden Markov models [2] and based on the theory of stochastic context-free grammars. By introducing a technique for parsing sequences with context-free grammars, PHMMTSs are applied to the problem of structural alignments for RNA secondary structures without pseudoknots.
Clustal-W only calculates the sequence homologies and does not take into account the pseudoknot structure of the selected RNA sequence when it makes alignments.
The results of comparisons are shown in Table 5 . The results clearly show that more accurate predictions can be obtained if we use grammatically more powerful methods.
HDV ribozyme (EMBL no.: X04451/1-89)
The trusted pseudonkot structure annotated in PseudoBase (((((((........[[[[(((.......) )))))))))... (((((((....((((....))) )..))))))).... (((....(((((..)) )))..))))))).... (((((((((..)) ))))).)).)))). ((((...[[..[[[[(((.......) ))))))))....... (((.((((((((.(...) )))))))))).)... (((((...) .)))))).)).))))... Hence, this experiment illustrates the trade-off between the computational and resource costs and the prediction accuracy.
The detailed comparisons are shown in Figure 6 , and the correctly predicted structures by each method are indicated with the mark .
A new secondary structure suggestion
Our third experiment is that with the reliable pseudoknot structures for HDV ribozyme in PseudoBase, we structurally re-aligned all RNA sequences of the HDV ribozyme family in Rfam. The predictions of PSTAG significantly improved the secondary structure annotations of Rfam for HDV ribozyme. In our estimations, the predictions of PSTAG improved about 25% base pairs in the annotations of Rfam.
An example to exhibit some significant difference between the Rfam annotation and the PSTAG prediction is shown in Figure 7 . Some undesirable base pairs, which are indicated with the markˆ, are annotated in Rfam. Our PSTAG predictions improved these undesirable base pairs, and produced a more stable secondary structures than the annotation in Rfam.
Further, the results of PSTAG predictions have suggested a new structure which constitutes an additional interal loop in 3 -end of HDV ribozyme, as indicated with the mark in the above and also indicated with the arrow in Figure 8 .
Related works and discussions
There does not exist any other structural alignment approach to align and predict pseudoknot RNA structures.
In non-comparative approach, there are several theoretical or heuristic works [7, 12] to predict pseudoknot RNA structures for a single RNA sequence by maximizing stacking base pairs or free energy minimizations. Ruan et al. [12] HDV ribozyme (EMBL no.: L22063/691-781) have recently proposed a simple but effective heuristic method, called iterated loop matching (ILM), for pseudoknot predictions, and shown very high performance results compared with other existing methods. While their approach is completely different from ours, we have done some performance comparisons to verify the effectiveness of our method. Table 6 shows comparisons of pseudoknot predictions between ILM and our PSTAG for HDV ribozyme and a "tobamovirus" TMV. The RNA sequence of HDV ribozyme in PseudoBase was structurally aligned by PSTAG into a folded RNA sequence with structure annotation selected from Rfam, and the sequence of TMV was structurally aligned by PSTAG into the folded RNA sequence of "sunn-hemp mosaic virus" CcTMV whose data were retrieved from the paper of van Belkum et al. [18] . Note that the sequence homology between the sequence of HDV ribozyme in PseudoBase and the selected sequence from Rfam is 65.1% and the sequence homology between TMV and CcTMV is only 26.0%. Our PSTAG exhibits comparable performances for prediction accuracies of pseudoknot structures. Besides predictions of RNA secondary structures including pseudoknots, another important feature of our approach is to search and detect non-coding RNA regions on genome. Klein and Eddy [10] have shown an interesting direction to search non-coding RNA sequences in a structural alignment approach using SCFGs. They have developed a local alignment program, called RSEARCH, to search a database for finding structurally homologous RNA sequences, and compared the performance with a well-known BLAST program. Our next research problem is to develop a local structural alignment algorithm based on PSTAG for searching a database. The PSTAG-based local alignment algorithm has an advantage to take pseudoknot RNA structures into account and must outperform other database-search methods on both sensitivity and specificity.
